
Chief of Defence Staff (CDS) Gen Anil Chauhan says it was a time to reflect
on the remarkable advancements made in science and technology that have
shaped our nation’s progress and also an opportunity to recognise the tireless

efforts of our scientists, engineers, and innovators who work diligently to
propel our nation forward.

TotalEnergies Chairman and CEO Patrick
Pouyanné says, “By developing access to

clean cooking in Africa and India,
TotalEnergies aims to have a positive

impact on the environment and on people’s
health, while also helping to reduce gender
inequalities in these regions. Clean cooking
contributes to long-term social, economic

and human development in a more
sustainable way.” It is investing more than

US$400 million on LPG development.
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Projects: KABIL conducts
feasibility studies on five
lithium and cobalt projects

Projects: ReNew says five
PPAs expands RE portfolio

Projects: Relux says recently
raised Rs.250cr for putting
hyper chargers on highways

Projects

Projects: ICG-JSP sign MoU
to enhance indigenous
content in shipbuilding

Projects: NPCI to help develop
instant payment system for
Namibia

Projects: JGU signs MoUs
with six Malaysia universities
for exchange programmes

Projects: Workshop held on
need for homogenous
ecosystem for Green Hydrogen
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Projects: LTTS works on
Euro45m engineering contract
with FORVIA

Projects: Canister-based
SMART tested from Odisha site

Projects: REC says loan-book
maintained growth trajectory

Tenders: Long-term contract
signed for development of Shahid
Beheshti Port Terminalns

Tenders: Expert calls for robust
investment and Govt capex
push to support Indian
economy

Tenders: NHPC-Ocean Sun to
work on floating solar
technology

Tenders: Industry urged to
walk hand-in-hand with
government

Tenders

Addressing the interactive session
at the MoU signing with BCA, FICCI
Secretary General S K Pathak said,
“India and Australia’s bilateral trade
in goods and services is over US$45
billion, and we are working towards

doubling it in the next five years.”

Dilip Sawhney, Managing Director - India, Rockwell
Automation, says “We’re excited about building our
presence in India, optimizing our manufacturing on

a global scale, and enhancing the future of
industrial operations in this growing market.”
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Market: Bullish Sehgal
expands Nexus footprint in
Hyderabad

Markets: Firake says APMEA –
pivotal region in the growing
technology landscape

Markets: OMCs had fabulous
2023-24, maintained lowest
fuel price inflation

Markets

 how we are committed to protect our leadership in the
ultra-low emission business and employee interests in a
changing environment. As one of the world’s leading
engineering service providers, LTTS is the ideal partner to
ensure FORVIA secures key competences in the energy
transition context.

Patrick Koller, CEO of
FORVIA, says, “This strategic
partnership with LTTS shows
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Amir Golbarg, SVP for Middle East, Africa and India for Minor Hotels,
elaborated, "Minor's strength has always been in our ability to think
globally while acting locally, meaning we are well versed at adapting
our standards and operations to suit the unique characteristics of
each market we operate in – a trait we believe will give us a strong
advantage in India."

“Our collaboration,
distinguished by the Centre of

Excellence in India, is an
opportunity for our

companies to work closely
together to help funnel the

latest AI research and
innovations into technologies
solving real-world business

challenges,” elaborated Kate
Woolley, General Manager,

IBM Ecosystem.

Markets: Wipro says Mailhout
acquisition to strengthen
presence in North American
market

Markets: Infosys works on Yunex
Traffic digital transformation
journey across 16 countries

Markets: Greaves expanding
global presence in US-EU

Market: IIHM-Mayfair to elevate
the quality of hospitality
professionals

Markets: Quest Global expands
footprint in India-North America
with People Tech

Market: IPA calls for US-India to
achieve affordable medicine
resilience

Markets: SJ appoints Misra to
spearhead growth strategy in
South Asia

Markets: Tech Data Capital
expands to Singapore,
Australia and India

Market: Black Box-Extreme
Networks to serve customers in
APAC
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Infosys Mark Morelli, President and
CEO, Vontier headquartered in

Raleigh, North Carolina, says “With
India’s innovation, talent and world-

class educational institutions, this
centre is the perfect location to

further advance our capabilities for
customers.” Executive Vice President
and Global Head of Manufacturing
Jasmeet Singh said on 8 May, "The
endeavor of global enterprises to

modernize and transform core
processes and technology stack is
driving mobility solutions providers
like Yunex Traffic to collaborate with

Infosys.”

Markets: Plate and scrap prices
lead recovery in steel sector

Markets: Firstsource says
Quintessence acquisition will
grow offshore capabilities

Markets: Harvard to provide
business management program
through Chandigarh University

Market: Messe Stuttgart works
for larger share of $5.4bn Indian
trade shows

Markets: Minor Hotels target 50
new openings over next decade
in India

Market: Ajax takes on Basu in its
growth strategy in India and
globally

Market: Sanjeevi Kumar to
expand Saviynt footprint in the
region

Exports

Exports: Upgraded AITIGA will boost
ASEAN-India bilateral trade from
$122.67bn in 2023-24

Exports: FICCI-BCA work on double
bilateral trade to $90bn in five years
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Senior Country Officer for India,
Crédit Agricole Corporate and

Investment Bank, Franck Passillier
said of the green loan, “The

transaction exemplifies Crédit
Agricole Corporate and Investment

Bank’s unwavering dedication to
fostering sustainable development,

in line with our Bank’s leading
position in global sustainable

finance for more than a decade. Our
strategic collaboration with REC

underscores our steadfast
commitment to advancing

environmentally responsible
initiatives and promoting the growth

of sustainable financing within
India’s promising market.”
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Exports: Energy Recovery to ship
SWRO plants to India this year

Exports: Dhingra sees FTAs led
opportunities for Orient Craft

Exports: India-Bhutan 2022-23
bilateral trade reaches $1,615m

Rodney Clemente, Energy Recovery Senior Vice President of
Water, says, “We have been helping India incorporate
desalination technologies since our first mega-project

installation in 2007. Desalination allows India to utilize its vast
coastline to help offset these threats, and incorporating the PX

into desalination facilities brings the operating cost to
produce fresh water down significantly by reducing energy

consumption while increasing operational flexibility and
availability.”
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Exports: India to expeditiously
operationalize UPI in Ghana

Exports: India-Australia CECA
talks in progress

Exports

Anurag Bajpai, Additional
Secretary Defence

Production, Ministry of
Defence, says, “We are

dependent on imports for
critical raw materials, which

affect indigenous production
capabilities,” he said, pointing

out that the current
geopolitical crises in defence
all over the globe are hinting
at ramping up ammunition

production.
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BCA Chief Executive Bran Black says “Growing the Australia–India
relationship is business led because businesses are best placed to

identify mutual opportunities for growth, particularly in areas of
education and skills, renewable energy and digital.”
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Exports: India-Nigeria to
conclude Local Currency
Settlement System Agreement

Exports: India-New Zealand
discuss deeper collaborations in
pharma, agri-food

Exports: Alcobev sector set for
$64bn earnings by 2030

Exports: STL offers new optical
solutions to Archtop Fiber

Exports: Rockwell Automation
says new Chennai facility to build
global supply chain

Investments: Karma Capital
launches AIF for ultra-high net
worth investors

Investments

Investment: BPCL expanding
refining capacity to 45 MMTPA by
FY2029

Investments: Gold Futures
trading starts on INX

Rushabh Sheth, Co-Founder and Co-CIO,
Karma Capital, emphasized, "Karma

Capital Jasmine AIF will create a
concentrated portfolio of businesses that

are financially strong, are growing at a
faster rate and the underlying business

cycle is turning for the positive — but are
trading at reasonable valuations due to
current news or narratives around the

business being negative.” This is a
Category-III AIF that will comprise of 20–25

stocks selected across market
capitalizations and is benchmarked to the

BSE 500 Total Returns Index.
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Fiinews.com was seen and
read by 1.82 million India-

focused business
executives in 2022. We

appreciate these global
business executives’

support for Fiinews.com,
considering it as an

important source of market
intelligence on India. 

We also look forward to
more support in 2023 when
we will produce more and

more articles related to the
Indian market and

businesses. 

Please continue reading
and subscribe free to

Fiinews.com. 

Follow us on @fii_news. 
A big Thank You. 
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says Air Marshal Dixit
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Manufacturing: Defence industry
strengthening production process

Manufacturing: Keel laid for
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the Technical Textiles market; 10%
growth
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Richa Bajpai, founder of
Campus Fund, says, “It is

highly encouraging to
witness student innovators

daring to redefine urban
transportation from the

ground up. Equally
motivating is to see Non-
Indian Students choosing

India to build their
startups!"

 

Manufacturing: Manesar plant is
pivotal moment in Zen Mobility
growth trajectory

Manufacturing: NGOPV keel
laying ceremony held in Goa

Manufacturing: India needs
innovative solutions for hydrogen
production

Manufacturing: Indian chemical
industry told to become global
player for growth

Manufacturing: Aventose works
on high adoption electric 2-
wheelers

Technology: HGS launches
Cybersecurity solutions to tackle
growing threat

Technology: ADROSONIC
unveils Quality Engineering for
global IT industry

Technologies

Kuntal Sensarma, Chief
Economic Adviser,

Ministry of Rural
Development, wants
focus in 2024-25 on

should be infrastructure
growth, inclusive

development and
harnessing demographic
dividend among others.

Manufacturing: DGI-EVage to
make electric drive system in
Punjab

Technology: 25 hubs
demonstrated progress at fourth
TIPs’ workshop
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HGS Global Chief
Information Security

Officer and Business Head
of CyberSecurity Services

Phani Dasari said on 13
May, "At HGS, we recognize

the growing threat
landscape characterized by

the rising frequency of
cybersecurity incidents,
highlighting the critical
need for robust security

measures to protect
businesses' digital assets
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Technology: Synechron enhances
lean data engineering practices
with iGreenData acquisition
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STANDARD PACKAGES FOR ADVERTISING 

M O N T H L Y Y E A R L Y

Placements of 24
advertisement in

newsletters and on the
website as well as 10

articles.

Placement of 2
advertisements in 2

newsletters and on the
website for one month
as well as one article.

Placement of 6
advertisements in

newsletters and on the
website as well as 4

articles.

Placement of 12
advertisements in

newsletters and on the
website as well as 6

articles.
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PROFESSIONAL COPYWRITING SERVICES

Media
Statement

News 
Article

Press
Release

Fiinews.com has over 500k readers from business & corporate world and can showcase your
company on its website fiinews.com for one year through your advertisement along with
doing two advertorials.

Advertising proposal - Share Your Ideas and Ideals: Advantage India – Participate in the
Indian prosperity.

This is a special offer to companies to advertise with us, along with two advertorials as well
as embedded video clip / Youtube of your company or official presentations.

These market-oriented articles-information dissemination materials will be shared through
fiinews.com’s e-newsletters issued twice a month.

Fiinews.com is making this special offer to inform readers from business communities in
India and across the world of how companies are growing their footprints in the Indian
market.

Fiinews.com has more than 500,000 readers who are businessmen focused on joining or
have joined the India growth story.

Fiinews.com is an independent Singapore-based publication.
Your story should be an inspiration to businesses wanting to be in India, which is
propagating public-private partnerships in the fastest growing economy of the world.

Let’s hear from you soon, email: gurdips@outlook.com.

Advertise with Foreign Investors on India (fiinews.com)
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